Functional regression for space-time prediction of precipitation-induced shallow landslides in South Tyrol, Italy
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Shallow landslides are frequently occurring hazards in mountainous landscapes all over the world. These processes are caused by a combination of static (i.e., predisposing factors: topography, material properties) and dynamic controls (i.e., preparatory and triggering factors: heavy rainfall, snow-melt). Data-driven methods have been used to model shallow landslides at regional scales, in which efforts have been taken to separately investigate the spatial component (i.e., landslide susceptibility) and temporally-varying conditions (e.g., rainfall thresholds). However, the joint assessment of shallow landslides in space and time using data-driven methods remains challenging.

In the present work, we aim to predict the occurrence of precipitation-induced shallow landslides in space and time (i.e., the where and the when) within the Italian province of South Tyrol (7,400 km²). In this context, we test the added value of describing the precipitation leading to landslide occurrence as a functional predictor, in contrast to traditional approaches where precipitation is taken as a scalar predictor. We built upon hourly precipitation data from the Integrated Nowcasting through Comprehensive Analysis system (INCA, provided by Geosphere Austria) and past landslide occurrences from 2000 to 2021, which systematically relate to damage-causing landslide events. The methodical framework comprised filtering the landslide inventory, sampling landslide absences in space and time (i.e., balanced across years and months), extracting static and dynamic environmental factors (e.g., topography, lithology, land cover, and hourly precipitation), and removing trivial areas and time periods. We implemented a Functional Generalized Additive Model (FGAM) to derive statistical relationships between the different static factors as scalar predictors, the hourly precipitation preceding a potential landslide event as a functional predictor, and the occurrence in space and time of shallow landslides. The resulting
predictions were assessed using cross-validation and transferred into space for different precipitation measures in order to hindcast landslide events.

The results from this novel approach are expected to integrate landslide predictions in space and time for large areas by accounting for static and dynamic (i.e., hourly precipitation grids) landslide controls, seasonal effects, and the underlying data limitations (e.g., inventory incompleteness). The findings associated with this research are framed within the PROSLIDE project, which has received funding from the research program Research Südtirol/Alto Adige 2019 of the Autonomous Province of Bozen/Bolzano – Südtirol/Alto Adige.